Stallion Questionnaire 2018
Following the AGM Council have prepared the following questions and would appreciate
your feedback. We have listened to concerns raised and the 3 generation rule has now
been removed from the proposed Stallion Rules. Please complete and return your
responses by Monday 28th May 2018.

1.

Is your stallion currently available at public stud? If the answer is No, is there
a reason for this? If the answer is Yes, how and where do you advertise?

2. What health checks do you complete for your stallion at the start of the breeding
season? If you do not carry out health screening for your stallion please state why.

3. How many mares in total has your stallion covered in the past 3 years?

How many were visiting mares?

4. How many foals in the past 3 years has your stallion sired?
PURE
PART

5. What level of vetting do you think is acceptable to detect ANY undesirable
heredity traits?
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Do you agree with the proposed 5 stage vetting, if not why not?

6. Do you wish to continue with a tiered grading system, for example Basic
licence and QA? If the answer is NO, what alternative system do you
suggest the CBHS consider?

7. Do you think a mare owner would select a QA stallion in preference to a one
with a basic licence?

8. Would you put your stallion forward for a QA? If the answer is NO why and
what would encourage you to present your stallion for a QA?

9. Do you think it is acceptable to allow visiting mares to be covered by a
stallion and remain at stud without the appropriate health checks, e,g CEM,
EVA?

10. As a breeder what health checks and qualities would you require when selecting a
stallion not at your stud?
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11.

Is your stallion available for shipped semen, chilled and/or fresh? If NO, why?
What can the CBHS do to assist with this?

12.

As a stallion owner what additional ways can the CBHS assist you to promote
and stand your stallion?

13.

Do you think the King George V should be reinstated? Would you attend with
your stallion? If NOT Why?

14.

Where do you feel an ideal location would be to hold the King George V?

15.

Would you attend an Assessor Seminar to meet the current Assessors and
Trainee Assessors to understand how the QA marks are attained and how to
present a horse for Inspection?
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Any other comments

